IT PAYS TO PICK THE RIGHT RETROFIT PARTNER

Save Time. Save Money. Sidestep Mistakes.
From New Construction To Remodels, Simplify Your Project With The Ease
And Money-Saving Speed Of Lumatech’s Lighting Retrofit Specialists

WHY WORK WITH A LIGHTING RETROFIT SPECIALIST?
Let’s face it: Lighting retrofits and upgrades require specialized expertise. And each industry has its own
unique needs. That’s why we’re laser focused on lighting—and offer advantages tailored to the general
contractor community:

Lighting’s not a side business.
It’s our sole business.

Lighting is complex and constantly changing. And your specs
demand specific technologies and specialized skills. The fact
is, electricians don’t have the training in lighting retrofits and
upgrades—where learning curves and lack of equipment
can put you over in both time and budget. As specialized
professionals, we have the expertise to ensure your project runs
smoothly and meets your goals in terms of time and money.

Our certified lighting
professionals complete
projects on time and UNDER budget.
We’re the area’s only lighting service provider to employ
technicians that are all CSLT or CALT certified. But we take
certification a step further. All our technicians are also
state-certified electricians, giving them a deeper moneyand mistake-saving understanding of lighting services.

We anticipate and address issues
before they can blow your budget.

Since we’ve performed so many lighting upgrades, we have the
expertise to troubleshoot right from the start. With practiced
preplanning, we can forecast and eliminate the issues that
cause lighting projects to go over budget and past deadline.

Our range of retrofit services meets
contractor needs
We’ve created a lineup of lighting upgrade services with breadth
and depth that caters to both remodels and new construction:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy-efficient lighting retrofits: LED, HID, linear fluorescent
& induction
Indoor T12 to T8 conversions
High-bay relighting & retrofits
Occupancy sensors & lighting controls
Incentive & rebate management

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

As your one-stop lighting solution, we go beyond retrofits and upgrades, bringing our expertise to a full
menu of services:

Money-saving planned maintenance

Standout electrical services

LumaTech is the region’s sole provider of planned lighting
maintenance services. We take the hassle out of maintenance
and repair with customized programs that improve
performance, provide significant cost savings, and keep your
lighting system running smoothly.

Yes, we’re the lighting leaders. But since all of our lighting
experts are state-certified electricians, we are doubly
qualified to deliver lighting-related and standalone electrical
services. Easily bundled for savings, all electrical projects
benefit from our expert project-management system—
including daily progress reports and superior efficiency in
meeting proposed schedules.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System evaluation
Customized packages
Fixed-fee contracts
Fixture repairs & replacement
Group relamping
Night audits & inspections
24/7 emergency service calls

State-of-the-art
illuminated sign service
Sign outages mean missed business. Period. Our lighting
and electrical skill—plus a fleet of advanced aerial
equipment—allows us to install, maintain, service, and
repair all types of illuminated signs. You simply shouldn’t
trust illuminated signs to anyone but LumaTech.
•
•
•
•
•

LED & neon expertise
Light source, wiring & other repairs
Light source replacement
Refurbishment & re-facing
Bird control

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Troubleshooting
Electrical upgrades
Circuit installation
Meter loop installation
Panel swap-outs
Rollout projects
Electric-vehicle charging stations

Simplify & Save With Lumatec
Your Specialized Lighting Solution!
Contact Our Team Of Experts Today:
501-217-9919
info@lumatechservice.com
www.lumatechservice.com
1200 John Barrow Road, Ste. 322
Little Rock, AR 72205

Why do contractors
trust LumaTech?
Take It Directly
From Our Customers:

“We had always done repairs on an as-needed
basis. But within the first six months of
contracting for planned maintenance, we saw a
savings. Not to mention the customer service!
Ben and his technicians are efficient and
friendly… true pros that respond to calls fast.”
–Mr. Manager, ACME GC
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